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Vinyl 1:
A1: Spirit Catcher & Compuphonic "Other side of the game"
A2: Ante Perry & Olivier Grégoire "I need"
B1: Gorge & Nick Curly "Hafenstrasse"
B2: Audio Soul Project "Traditionalist"
Vinyl 2:
A1: Mike Monday "TR love"
A2: Markus Fix "Sky chiefs"
B1: Will Saul & Tam Cooper "Through the smoke"
B2: Jin Choi & Daso "Teer"
Vinyl 3:
A1: Jerome Sydenham "Systematic dub"
A2: Dimitri Andreas "Pharaoh"
B1: Oxia & Nicolas Masseyeff "Trying out"
B2: Dachshund "Vapor"
Vinyl 4:
A1: Stephan Bodzin "Mustang"
A2: Eyerer & Namito "Blind date"
B1: Robert Babicz "Jacko"
B2: Rodiguez Jr. "The dark"
Vinyl 5:
A1: Marc Romboy "Kyoto"
A2: Technasia "Hold me“
B1: Steve Rachmad "Systematic denial"
B2: F.E.X. "Hedonism"
B3: Detroit Grand Pubahs Vs. Frankie Bones "The truth"

With more than 60 quality releases of highly profiled artists like Stephan Bodzin, John Dahlbäck, Booka Shade,
Blake Baxter and labelhead Marc Romboy himself, Systematic Recordings has become one of the globally most
influential and successful imprints in tech house. Now it´s time to celebrate the fifth anniversary of the label and
therefor Marc Romboy directed the ambitious project to include more than 20 artists and friends of Systematic to
contribute one exclusive track on one compilation! And the result is literally sensational because everybody made
a production which has the value to be released as an a-side single.
In example the following artists are involved:
Stephan Bodzin´s first track since one year time which displays his typical fresh and driving sound of
2009;
Ibadan´s Jerome Sydenham who prepared a dark and groovy tech houser “Systematic dub” which has
been hyped already by numerous top jocks during the last weeks
Mike Monday´s outstanding “TR love” which caused a massive stir at his Apple showcase at the WMC in
Miami;
Robert Babicz´s functional “Jacko” being a promising preview of his upcoming album this autumn,
Oxia & Nicolas Masseyeff with their tasteful reexploration of house music called “Trying out”,
Cecille´s top boys Markus Fix, Gorge and Nick Curly with unreleased great tracks
and of course Marc Romboy, presenting us a spheric tech houser called “Kyoto” where he shows us that
pads and spheric sounds are ultra hot again.
Marc Romboy: “I´m extremely happy and also proud that this project has become true. When I had the idea first, I
began to ask a couple of friends and the feedback was such a great and overwhelming one that I decided to
direct this big record box. The entire design has been made by my friend and Systematic designer Taner Atamart
who invested a lot of overtime and passion to make this all possible. I personally never have seen such a highvalued record box before so that we decided to make it a collector´s item! The box is limited to 1.000 copies and I
herewith promise that the included records will not be released in a single way later!”
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